Present progressive tenses

Grade 4 Verbs Worksheet

Fill in the blanks with the present then with the present continuous form of the verb.

1. The coach ___wants___ (want) to improve his team.
   The coach ___is wanting___ (want) to improve his team.

2. Beth and Missy ____________ (go) to dinner together.
   Beth and Missy ____________ (go) to dinner together.

3. At the park, the dogs ____________ (run) around in the grass.
   At the park, the dogs ____________ (run) around in the grass.

4. Jacob ____________ (get) a new car every year.
   Jacob ____________ (get) a new car every year.

5. Lynn can see a show when we ____________ (visit) New York.
   Lynn can see a show when we ____________ (visit) New York.

6. Their cat ____________ (love) the new ball of yarn.
   Their cat ____________ (love) the new ball of yarn.

7. My mom and dad ____________ (live) in the upstairs of our house.
   My mom and dad ____________ (live) in the upstairs of our house.

8. The teacher ____________ (learn) new things.
   The teacher ____________ (learn) new things.

9. My favorite singer ____________ (sing) on the radio.
   My favorite singer ____________ (sing) on the radio.

10. Brigitte ____________ (earn) money by babysitting.
    Brigitte ____________ (earn) money by babysitting.
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Answers

1. The coach ___wants___ (want) to improve his team.
   The coach ___is wanting___ (want) to improve his team.

2. Beth and Missy ____go____ (go) to dinner together.
   Beth and Missy ___are going____ (go) to dinner together.

3. At the park, the dogs ____run____ (run) around in the grass.
   At the park, the dogs ___are running____ (run) around in the grass.

4. Jacob ___gets___ (get) a new car every year.
   Jacob ___is getting___ (get) a new car every year.

5. Lynn can see a show when we ___visit___ (visit) New York.
   Lynn can see a show when we ___are visiting___ (visit) New York.

6. Their cat ___loves___ (love) the new ball of yarn.
   Their cat ___is loving___ (love) the new ball of yarn.

7. My mom and dad ___live___ (live) in the upstairs of our house.
   My mom and dad ___are living___ (live) in the upstairs of our house.

8. The teacher ___learns___ (learn) new things.
   The teacher ___is learning___ (learn) new things.

9. My favorite singer ___sings___ (sing) on the radio.
   My favorite singer ___is singing___ (sing) on the radio.

10. Brigitte ___earns___ (earn) money by babysitting.
    Brigitte ___is earning___ (earn) money by babysitting.